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FiG. 1.  toronto water works extension - viCtoria park water works (now the r.C. harris water treatment 
pLant), aeriaL view from the southwest. the administration and fiLter buiLdinG is at the top of the 
sLope, with the administration winG in the Centre between the paired towers, and the terraCe and 
fountain in front. the serviCe buiLdinG is embedded in the sLope, with the aLum tower emerGinG at 
the east end, providinG a baCkdrop to the freestandinG tempLe voLume of the pumpinG station. | City of 

toronto arChives (Cta), pubLiC works CoLLeCtion, series 160.

From indiFFerent sheLL to totaL environment
the design evolution of toronto’s victoria park Water Works, 

1913-1936

> steven Mannell1

This paper traces shifts in the concep-

tion and design development of the 

Victoria Park Filtration Plant and Pumping 

Station (now known as the R.C. Harris 

Water Treatment Plant) over the per-

iod 1913 to 1935. My 1999 article on the 

complex provides a detailed description 

of the architecture and treatment pro-

cess of the waterworks, an overview of 

the political history of the project, and 

an outline of the stages of develop-

ment.2 That earlier study showed that 

the Victoria Park Water Works embod-

ies an intertwining of architectural form 

and engineering process, in which the 

engineering process is in fact ordered 

and composed in neoclassical manner, 

driven by the demands of the architec-

tural expression. The present study con-

siders the concept, design evolution, final 

design, and execution of the Harris plant 

through the lens of decoration and cul-

tural symbols, and the relation of the key 

personalities to these expressive dimen-

sions of the design. It also indicates the 

influence of Progressive Era ideals for the 

bureaucratic organization of civic life, 

and of Toronto’s architectural milieu in 

that period. 

A series of computer-aided design 

(CAD) models present hypothetical 

reconstructions of several stages in the 

design process, complemented by con-

temporary photographs and drawings. 

The design history of the waterworks 

at Victoria Park begins with a 1913 

design that saw architecture as a sim-

ple housing for an engineering process, 

expressed in a modest language typical 

of public works buildings of the era. In 

1926, a new design took greater care in 
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developing a decorative language, but 

like contemporaneous waterworks built 

by the same design team in Ottawa and 

Calgary, it essentially wrapped an archi-

tectural “skin” around an uninflected 

engineering process. Finally, a decisive 

shift in 1928-1929 resulted in a design 

in which architectural principles of com-

position were extended to include not 

just decorative elements and finishes, 

but also the overall design of building 

masses, site planning, and even the 

water purification process itself. This 

culminating design was unique in con-

temporary waterworks practice for its 

high level of architectural ambition and 

execution. The composition, material, 

decoration, and symbolic gestures give 

rich and potent expression to the cul-

tural role of the waterworks in Toronto’s 

civic image. 

the Palace of Purification

The composition of buildings and land-

forms that constitute the waterworks 

at Victoria Park is the most wilful and 

deliberate in its space-making for 

its time in Toronto, an accomplished 

example of beaux arts classicism carried 

out with extensive carved limestone, 

buff brick with decorative coursing, cop-

per roofs, and ornamental bronze work 

(fig. 1). Inside, a sequence of major pub-

lic spaces accommodates tours that trace 

the water treatment process. Terrazzo, 

tile, marble, and plaster dress the sur-

faces, trimmed with bronze and brass. 

Signal lights, dials and indicators, and 

controls are carried out consistent with 

the architectural expression. The two 

high points of the interior route are the 

Pump Hall (fig. 2), with its monumental 

suspended plaster vault ceiling, and the 

Filter Rotunda, with its octagonal vault 

and skylight above the marble signal 

pylon (fig. 3). The architectural vision 

extends to the organization of public 

roads and pathways, and even to the 

purification process itself, all organized 

in strict accordance with the compos-

itional order of the architecture. Despite 

a number of changes to the water treat-

ment process over the years, the plant 

today remains fundamentally intact in 

organization, design, and detail.3

report of the commissioner  
of Works, 1913

Victoria Park, on the shore of Lake 

Ontario just east of the Toronto city limit 

at the southeast corner of Queen Street 

East and Victoria Park Boulevard, was first 

identified as a potential waterworks site 

in a 1913 city document, the Report of the 

Commissioner of Works on Additions and 

Extensions to the Toronto Waterworks 

Pumping and Distribution Plant.4 This 

report was among the first major pro-

jects of the city’s new Department of 

Works, created in 1912. Roland Caldwell 

[R.C.] Harris, then the property commis-

sioner and head of street cleaning, was 

promoted to become the city’s first com-

missioner of Works on the basis of his 

proven capacity for organization and 

getting things done, and, in the words 

of Mayor Horatio Clarence Hocken, his 

“aggressive, militant earnestness.”5 

R.C. Harris was a career bureaucrat at a 

time when the word bureaucrat was a 

term of approval and status; his ascent is 

a signal of the rise of Progressive thinking 

FiG. 2.  interior view of the pumpinG station, viCtoria park water works, showinG 
the vauLted pLaster CeiLinG and Cove LiGhtinG at the eaves, aLonG with 
the tiLe fLoors, tiLe wainsCotinG trimmed with Queenston Limestone, 
and the viewinG baLCony in front of GLazed sCreens GivinG on to the 
pumpinG ControL room. the suspended pLaster CeiLinG is uniQue amonG 
waterworks pumpinG stations. | steven manneLL, 2008.

FiG. 3.  interior views of the CompLeted administration and fiLter buiLdinG at 
viCtoria park, January 18, 1935, showinG the west fiLter GaLLery LookinG 
toward the fiLter rotunda (Left), and the fiLter rotunda (riGht) showinG 
the marbLe siGnaL pyLon that broadCasts information about the 
purifiCation proCess. | arthur Goss. toronto water.
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in Toronto. The Progressive movement, 

at its height from the 1890s through the 

1920s, was an influential effort in the 

cities of the United States and Canada. 

Progressives worked to “purify” gov-

ernments (especially city governments) 

by abolishing the political machines 

that ruled many cities, and eliminate 

the accompanying cronyism of private 

water, hydroelectric, transit, and other 

city services.6 Progressives also sought 

to “purify” human behaviour through 

public health education, provision of 

playgrounds and recreation activities, 

and alcohol prohibition; the challenge of 

pure water for cities was another central 

issue of concern. Scientific analysis and 

rational organization were the core tools 

of the Progressive effort. Bureaucrats (a 

term coined by Progressive city officials 

to describe themselves in positive light) 

worked to apply Progressive approaches 

to the challenges of the growing cit-

ies. Professional journals such as The 

American City enabled bureaucrats to 

share best practices on a continental 

scale; their articles advocated a visible 

symbolic form for the new civic works, 

as a way to show citizens the results of 

the new bureaucratic approach, and to 

convince them of the benefits resulting 

from the newly-introduced taxes and lev-

ies required to finance them.7 

Harris organized his new Department 

of Works along orderly bureaucratic 

lines. The authority formerly vested in 

the individual figure of the city engin-

eer was now placed in custody of a 

bureaucratic department. Duties were 

delegated to specific employee roles in 

a network of communication, reporting, 

and oversight, with all lines ultimately 

leading to the commissioner of Works 

(fig. 4). When subordinates issued memo-

randa and instructions, these were also 

signed “Commissioner of Works”; the 

responsible official was indicated in a 

note in the upper right corner: “Reply 

to: Mr. Sanderson.” All in the chain of 

authority spoke on behalf of the whole 

Department. 

 Though it was published under Harris’s 

name and new title, the 1913 commis-

sioner’s report was the work of Robert 

Angus, a professor of engineering at 

the University of Toronto, and James 

Barr, a Works Department employee. 

Angus and Barr undertook extensive 

fieldwork, visiting recently constructed 

waterworks in a number of major North 

American cities, as well as a review of 

contemporary water purification litera-

ture.8 Their 1913 report proposed a new 

waterworks on a site just east of the city 

limit at Victoria Park. Water supply was 

to be drawn from a shallow, minimally 

contaminated source in Lake Ontario, 

and purified by mechanical drifting-sand 

filtration. The report envisioned a water 

supply network that would integrate the 

new Victoria Park Water Works with 

the existing water supply system of the 

filtration plant at Centre Island (to be 

doubled in capacity), Rosehill Reservoir, 

and pumping stations at John Street and 

Cottingham Street.

The unrealized 1913 design for water-

works at Victoria Park is represented 

by a schematic site plan consisting of 

several rectangles clustered along the 

shore, with no other detail (fig. 5). To 

get a sense of the likely architectural 

development, we can look to the fil-

ter plant built to fulfill the report pro-

posal to double capacity at the Island. 

This plant was in design at the time the 

report was in preparation, and used the 

same mechanical drifting-sand filters as 

proposed for Victoria Park.

FiG. 4.  “the ‘Cadi’ rinGs for his seCretary & orders the fish weiGhed,” a CariCature of Commissioner 
of works r.C. harris inCLuded in the proGram for the first “water suppLy seCtion banQuet”  
of 1913. harris is presented as the Cadi, with his minions danCinG attendanCe, a GentLe moCkinG  
of the bureauCratiC network of deLeGation and reportinG introduCed by harris in the new 
department of works. | Cta, series 372, subseries 41, item 7.
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The Toronto Island Drifting-Sand Filtration 

Plant (figs. 6-7), designed by the John 

Ver Mehr Engineering Co. of Toronto and 

built between 1914 and 1918, utilized the 

new patent “Gore-Ransome Filter.” Large 

riveted steel plate cylinders housed the 

filters; multiple cylinders were arrayed 

each side of a long elevated Filter Gallery 

in the main Filter Building, with controls 

and monitoring gauges on pedestals in 

front of each filter (fig. 8).9 Below the 

Filter Gallery was a Pipe Gallery, giving 

access to the clear water outlet pipes and 

the sand washers. The basic cross-section 

anticipates the filter galleries in the classic 

rapid-sand plants of the 1920s and 1930s, 

discussed below. The drifting-sand filters 

did not provide antibacterial action, so 

chlorine was required after filtration; 

the process also required the addition 

of an alum flocculant prior to filtration. 

The Chemical Building, for storage and 

handling of the alum and chlorine, was 

placed beyond the Pumping Station, 

which housed electric motor pumps and 

a power-generating apparatus of boilers 

and dynamos, adjacent to a tall smoke-

stack. Wharf frontage was flanked by a 

railway track, for delivery of coal, sand, 

and chemicals to the Island by the Works 

Department’s fleet of barges, tugboats, 

and ferries. 

The architecture of the drifting-sand 

plant is unassuming. Buildings of conven-

tional, rectangular forms are developed 

in a language of round-arch windows in 

massive brick walls, with tiled hip roofs 

and (often bracketed) overhanging 

eaves. Unconventional forms required by 

new treatment processes are awkwardly 

resolved: for example, the Chemical 

Building, a flat-topped, truncated cylinder 

rendered in stucco on the exterior hous-

ing the chemical feed. Supplementary 

equipment, including the backwash water 

tower and supply cranes, are left exposed, 

with no architectural adornment.

The design and construction of the drift-

ing-sand plant introduce two key figures 

to the story: William Gore, engineer and 

co-designer of the patent filter, and 

William Storrie, previously the resident 

engineer for the original Island filter 

plant construction. Both were employ-

ees of the John Ver Mehr Company; 

with bacteriologist Colonel George Gallie 

Nasmith, at the time head of Toronto’s 

Municipal Laboratories, they founded the 

engineering and bacteriological consult-

ancy Gore, Nasmith, Storrie in 1919. The 

success of the Island Drifting-Sand Plant 

provided an important credential for the 

new firm, which would go on to become 

the preeminent water and sewage design 

consultancy in Canada.10

reconstruction model – 
victoria Park Water Works, 
1913

The reconstruction model elaborates the 

site plan of the 1913 report using the 

forms and details of the Island Drifting-

Sand Plant: a simplified Romanesque lan-

guage of round-arch openings in walls 

of flat red brick, relieved by occasional 

FiG. 5.  overaLL pLan of the extensions to toronto’s water suppLy shown in the 1913 
Commissioner’s report. viCtoria park is at the Lower riGht, at the end of the inner 
semiCirCLe. | harris, r.C., 1913, report of the Commissioner of works on additions and extensions to the toronto 

waterworks pumpinG and distribution pLant, toronto, City of toronto, pLate no. 1.

FiG. 6.  site pLan of the viCtoria park water works shown in the 1913 
Commissioner’s report. | harris, r.C., 1913, report of the Commissioner 

of works on additions and extensions to the toronto waterworks pumpinG and 

distribution pLant, toronto, City of toronto, pLate no. 5.
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brick quoins or stone sills and keystones 

(fig. 9). Hipped roofs are clay tile, with 

overhangs all around and slight expres-

sion of rafter timbers. Interior roof and 

gallery structures are trusses made of 

small steel members, triangulated for 

roofs and latticed for the gallery floors. 

There are no suspended ceilings or plas-

ter walls outside of the laboratory and 

offices, leaving exposed the concrete 

structure and walls of industrial brick and 

tile. The resulting appearance is familiar 

and unremarkable in the context of 1910s 

Toronto, typical of railway yard structures 

such as the switch tower at John Street, 

car barns, and other utilitarian structures 

around the city.

Like the Island buildings, the 1913 

Victoria Park design clusters all facilities 

at the shore, close to a presumed wharf 

that would take advantage of the Works 

Department’s existing supply fleet. There 

is no indication of a rail line for coal sup-

ply, though one is mentioned in the text; 

as the design provides steam power for 

pumping, significant quantities of coal 

would be required on an ongoing basis, 

along with the chemicals and person-

nel. The site planning offers no for-

mal approach to the waterworks, from 

either the city or the lake. The buildings 

are placed in conformity to the internal 

workings of the filtration process, and 

the landscape design shows only neces-

sary links and paths between the parts. 

Public tours and public spectacle are not 

part of the design ambition, at least in 

respect of the water filtration process 

itself. Development of the remainder of 

the site is not shown in the plates, but 

the text promises “handsome buildings, 

which, in conjunction with the park sec-

tion and the beach, will constitute one 

of the most beautiful areas in Toronto.”11 

As shown by the prosaic qualities of 

the reconstruction model, achieving 

this promise awaited significant future 

development of the building and land-

scape design. The high point of public 

expression in the 1913 report is the off-

shore intake crib, which is shown in the 

plates in some detail. The reconstruction 

model demonstrates the monumental 

character of the crib (fig. 10); fitted with 

navigational lights, it would have pro-

vided a day and night public spectacle 

of water supply to viewers on the board-

walk and in the amusement parks of the 

eastern beaches.

report on Proposed extensions, 
1926

The outbreak of war in 1914 combined 

with fiscal conservatism led Toronto’s 

Board of Control to cancel the proposed 

Victoria Park Water Works, relying on 

the doubled capacity at the Island to 

meet the city’s needs; in 1915, the bylaw 

to expropriate the site was rescinded. 

Harris remained convinced of the import-

ance of Victoria Park in Toronto’s water 

future, and the site returned to prom-

inence after the war, with the 1926 

publication of the Report on Proposed 

Extensions to the Water Works System, 

Toronto, by Henry Girdlestone Acres and 

FiG. 7.  overaLL view of the driftinG-sand fiLtration pLant at Centre isLand, 
auGust 27, 1918. the stuCCo CyLinder houses ChemiCaL storaGe, with a fan 
of ChemiCaL feed basins in the Low round buiLdinG at its base. beyond 
are the pumpinG station, then the smokestaCk for its CoaL-fired power 
Generators for the pumps, and finaLLy the LonG fiLter buiLdinG. | arthur Goss. 

Cta, series 372, subseries 72, item 897.

FiG. 8.  view of the fiLter GaLLery of the driftinG-sand fiLtration pLant at Centre 
isLand, auGust 27, 1918. the CentraL skyLit aCCess pLatform is fLanked by 
ranks of CyLindriCaL riveted steeL Gore-ransome fiLters; the pLatform 
widens to house the fiLter operatinG ControLs. the struCture is Left 
entireLy exposed, with no deCorative finishes or materiaLs. | arthur Goss. Cta, 

series 372, subseries 72, item 896.
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William Gore, consulting engineers. This 

report forms a “new testament” to the 

1913 commissioner’s report, proposing a 

water supply network design “substan-

tially in harmony with the conception of 

the Commissioner of Works, as outlined 

in his 1913 report...”12

Acres and Gore’s text repeats the 1913 

promise of handsome civic buildings 

disposed in park settings, and the build-

ings remain clustered by the shore 

of Lake Ontario (fig. 11). A rudiment-

ary formal public front is presented to 

Nursewood Road, in a semicircular drive 

arriving at the central front door of the 

Administration and Filter Building, with 

Filter Gallery beyond in a “head-and-tail” 

arrangement. Organizing the major entry 

axis to serve Nursewood Road, a mod-

est residential street, sets a low level of 

public ambition for the design. A lake 

wall and adjoining walkway along the 

lakeshore offer the waterworks site 

as a public park extending the beach 

and boardwalk system to the west. 

The Pumping Station and the Service 

Building sit along the walkway, creat-

ing an ensemble oriented toward Lake 

Ontario, but disconnected from the entry 

drive/administration/filter axis above. The 

design uses a submerged water intake, 

replacing the offshore spectacle of 1913 

with a shore-based spectacle in which 

the waterside buildings provide a monu-

mental destination at the east end of the 

beach and boardwalk system, highlighted 

by the enclosure of the alum feed tanks 

within a tall beacon tower.

Beyond the schematic site plan, no archi-

tectural detail is provided in the plates 

or in contemporary descriptions in the 

professional press. At the time of that 

report, both authors and their consulting 

FiG. 9.  reConstruCtion of the 1913 desiGn for the viCtoria parks water works, with 
the pumpinG station in the foreGround and the fiLter buiLdinG beyond. the Lake 
is to the riGht. | diGitaL modeL and renderinG by steven manneLL and Chad Jamieson, 2003.

FiG. 11.  site pLan of the viCtoria park water works, from the 1926 aCres 
and Gore report. | aCres, h.G. and w. Gore, 1926, report on proposed extensions 

to the water works system, toronto, City of toronto, pLate no. 8.

FiG. 10.  reConstruCtion of the offshore intake Crib of the 1913 desiGn 
for the viCtoria parks water works showinG the exterior at niGht (Left),  
and the interior with the upper LeveL aCCess GaLLery to Crew’s Quarters 
(riGht). | diGitaL modeLs and renderinGs by steven manneLL and Chad Jamieson, 2003.

FiG. 12.  GLenmore water works, CaLGary, 1934. view of the dam and bridGe, 
with the waterworks buiLdinGs beyond. | steven manneLL, 2001.
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firms were active in the design of water-

works facilities in other cities, and the 

vocabulary of form and organization pro-

posed for the Victoria Park Water Works 

in 1926 is consistent with these. All are 

predicated on a major shift in filtration 

technology. By the 1920s, the state-of-

the-art technique was rapid-sand filtra-

tion, as worked out at Cincinnati (Ohio) 

and St. Louis (Missouri). Ranks of cylin-

drical riveted plate steel Gore-Ransome 

filters deployed in the Toronto designs 

of the early teens are replaced by an in 

situ construction of perforated clay tiles 

for pure water collection, with layers of 

anthracite, gravel, and ever-finer sand 

above. Rapid-sand beds offered several 

significant advantages over drifting-

sand systems. Construction was simple: 

rather than a specialized piece of manu-

factured equipment, the rapid-sand bed 

was an in situ assembly within the fabric 

of the building.13 Like the Gore-Ransome 

method, rapid-sand filtration required 

the use of an alum flocculant to gather 

and remove large particles before filtra-

tion, and the use of chlorine as a bacter-

ial disinfectant. Early experiments with 

this filter type were carried out by Gore, 

Nasmith, Storrie in the 1920s, in a test 

filter bed constructed on Lemieux Island 

in the Ottawa River.14

Rapid-sand filter beds were used in all 

of Gore, Nasmith, Storrie’s major water-

works projects in the 1920s and 1930s, 

including Ottawa’s Lemieux Island 

works, Calgary’s Glenmore works, and 

the Hamilton works, and at the Niagara 

Falls works designed by H.G. Acres & 

Co. In these and other contempor-

ary waterworks across Canada and the 

United States, filtration process compon-

ents quickly became standardized, and 

architectural enclosures came to have 

characteristic forms. The predominant 

published images of filtration plants in 

that era are views of the filter galleries, 

typically developed as a tall linear space, 

toplit by skylights or clerestory windows, 

and flanked by visible ranks of filter 

beds.15 For clues to the appearance of the 

1926 design for Victoria Park, the best 

sources are two projects completed in 

the early 1930s by Gore, Nasmith, Storrie, 

with Thomas C. Pomphrey as responsible 

staff architect. 

glenmore Water Works, 
calgary, 1929-1934

A massive dam and heroic reinforced con-

crete arches carrying a causeway above 

dominate the image of the Glenmore 

Water Works in Calgary, completed in 

1934 (fig. 12).16 The water treatment 

buildings are placed casually along the 

shore of the resulting Glenmore Reservoir. 

The Administration and Filter Building is 

organized in the same “head-and-tail” 

arrangement shown in the 1926 site plan 

for Victoria Park, and deployed at numer-

ous rapid-sand plants of the era, includ-

ing the Lemieux Island Plant in Ottawa 

by Gore, Nasmith, Storrie; H.G. Acres’ 

FiG. 13.  GLenmore water works. the main façade of the administration winG faCinG the reservoir, 
showinG the CLassiCaL order of the paviLion voLume and the proJeCtinG stone vestibuLe  
at the main entranCe, CreatinG a viewinG terraCe above. | steven manneLL, 2001.

FiG. 14.  GLenmore water works. detaiL of the main entry 
door showinG the ornamentaL bronze work, 
and the wave-form frieze braCketinG  
the hexaGonaL medaLLion Carved with the 
“Cww” monoGram. | steven manneLL, 2001.
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FiG. 15.  GLenmore water works. view 
of the fiLter GaLLery showinG the absenCe  
of GLazed sCreens to the fiLter beds,  
and the terrazzo, tiLe and pLaster finish 
paLette. the deCoration of the CeiLinG is onLy 
LooseLy reLated to the order of the waLL 
surfaCes. | steven manneLL, 2001.

FiG. 16.  GLenmore water works. view of the fiLter GaLLery showinG the fiLter operatinG tabLes inteGrated 
with the deCorative sCheme. | steven manneLL, 2001.

Niagara Falls waterworks; and a prepon-

derance of the rapid-sand filtration plants 

constructed in many North American cit-

ies in the era. The Administration wing 

is expressed as an almost freestanding 

temple-like pavilion volume, presenting 

itself toward the reservoir with a three-

part classical arrangement of rustic base, 

a tall main volume with grey Tyndall stone 

pilasters, and crowning cornice band of 

red brick, on the front and flanking walls 

(fig. 13). Red brick panels between the 

pilasters are relieved by tall unframed 

window openings at the main level, and 

limestone-encased roundels in square 

panels above. The entrance vestibule 

projects from the rustic base, offer-

ing a terrace above with view to the 

water source (anticipating the terrace at 

Victoria Park). The stone doorframe is 

topped by a wave-form frieze and mould-

ings, with the central keystone location 

occupied by a hexagonal stone medal-

lion containing a stylized “CWW” logo 

designed by Pomphrey (fig. 14). Other 

ornamental devices are simple geomet-

ric shapes and wave-forms. In contrast to 

the developed modern classicism of the 

Administration pavilion, the façades of 

the Filter wing “tail” are flat, with stone 

pilasters delineating the filter bays. The 

Service Building and Alum Tower are 

remote from the Administration and Filter 

Building, and are composed of simple 

rectangular red brick volumes with grey 

stone stringcourses.

The Administration wing houses a monu-

mental stone stair that leads to a typical 

Filter Gallery, with the tall central space 

flanked by a range of lower rapid-sand fil-

ter beds down each side (fig. 15). High-level 

daylight enters the gallery through cleres-

tory windows. Surfaces are mostly tile and 

terrazzo, with limited use of marble for 

the top of the control consoles. Double 

pilasters in plaster divide the openings to 

the filter bays, each with upper level stone 

medallions echoing the round windows 

of the Administration wing façade. The 

pilasters continue in shallow plaster bent 

beams across the gallery ceiling. Filter beds 

are open to the gallery, with no glazed 

screens, resulting in noticeable cooling 

and elevated humidity levels in the gal-

lery (fig. 16). Indicator dials and lights are 

located in a simple rectangular tile panel 

above the doors to the Administration 

wing, giving information about rates of 

flow and operation of the filters.

lemieux island Water Works, 
ottaWa, 1928-1932

Clerestories are also used to daylight 

the Filter Gallery at the Lemieux Island 

Water Works in Ottawa, completed in 

1932 (fig. 17).17 Double pilasters in stone 

and plaster again divide the filter bays. 

Refinements over the Glenmore design 

include a more steeply-sloped ceiling 

profile, while the pilaster faces continue 
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through round arches to create a series of 

portals amplifying the overhead rhythm 

of the long gallery. Glazed screens allow 

a view of the filter beds while confining 

their coolness and humidity. Surfaces are 

terrazzo and stone, with the central filter 

operating tables rendered as an exten-

sion of the continuous surface of the low 

walls between. As at Glenmore, promin-

ent indicator dials and lights are placed 

above the Administration wing doors, 

here in a shapely round-top panel of 

mosaic tile (fig. 18).

A “head-and-tail” arrangement of 

Administration and Filter Building is 

deployed, though here the Administration 

block is mostly embedded in the volume 

of the filters, and the stone base is held 

flat, with no projecting vestibule at the 

front door.  The Administration volume 

presents a schematic triumphal arch rather 

than Glenmore’s temple form: two mas-

sive flat stone pilasters frame a two-storey 

bronze and glass door panel, surmounted 

by a flat stone cornice (fig. 19). Two further 

stone corner pilasters, recessed from the 

façade and dropped down from the cor-

nice, bracket the main arch figure. Minimal 

red brick surfaces delineate the stone ele-

ments. The stone base projects at each 

flank to create two small terraces, framed 

in turn by grass embankments leading up 

to the low Filter wing volume, where grey 

stone pilasters mark the filter bed divisions 

on the red brick walls. The Alum Tower is 

drawn into the main composition, placed 

opposite the Administration wing to frame 

the main driveway and entrance; the stone 

pilasters on the tall red brick surfaces 

emphasize this tower’s skyward reach.

hierarchies  
of architectural exPression 

In a 1934 article on the design for the 

Glenmore Water Works, William Gore 

notes that “special attention was given 

to the general layout of the plant and its 

architectural treatment.” 

The structure of the Dam is suggestive of 

strength and security and the design of the 

bridge gives a sense of scale to its sturdy 

proportions... The [combined] Chemical and 

heating Building is logically placed and has 

been treated in a simple manner as a ser-

vice unit built of reinforced concrete and 

faced with brick and stone trim... As the 

Administration and Filter Building has more 

of a public character the treatment of brick 

and stone has been elaborated accord-

ingly... At the entrance hall and main stair-

case the floors are of travertine and the 

walls of Notre Dame marble. The floors of 

the filter gallery are terrazzo and the lower 

walls of the gallery and filter operating 

tables are tiled in mottled green.18 

Gore’s commentary lays out a hierarchy 

of architectural expression for the various 

components of the waterworks. Nobility 

FiG. 17.  Lemieux isLand water works, ottawa, 1932. view of the fiLter GaLLery showinG GLazed sCreens 
enCLosinG the fiLter beds. the piLasters extend throuGh the round arChes at the portaL  
frames to Create an inteGrated rhythm. fLoors and wainsCot are marbLe and travertine.  
| steven manneLL, 2001.

FiG. 18.  Lemieux isLand water works. view 
of the fiLter GaLLery siGnaL paneL,  
above the doors to the administration winG. 
| steven manneLL, 2001.
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of materials and quantity of architectural 

decoration indicate the place in the hier-

archy. On the exteriors, the greater the 

proportion of stone elements to brick 

surfaces, the more public is the compon-

ent. On the interior, travertine floors, 

marble walls, coffered plaster ceilings, 

and bronze railings define the major 

public spaces; terrazzo floors, ceramic 

tile and plaster walls, and simple plaster 

ceilings denote secondary public spaces; 

and a lack of finish materials altogether 

indicates a non-public process space. Gore 

concludes by noting what would become 

a signature decorative theme of his firm’s 

waterworks designs: “The bronze instru-

ment cases on the tables and the record-

ing dials and signals are also designed as 

part of the architectural scheme.”19

Application of this material “chain of 

being” varies between the designs. At 

Glenmore, highly carved decorative 

stone is confined to the main volume of 

the Administration wing, while the Filter 

wing is given a smooth stone base and 

double pilasters at the filter divisions, 

supporting a continuous stone cornice 

with two deeply-incised shadow lines. The 

distant Alum Tower has minimal stone 

stringcourses, while the Pumping Station 

(tucked in the base of the dam) has a light 

classical order inscribed in the concrete 

exterior surfaces. Decoded according to 

Gore’s comments, the Administration is 

the prime public focus; the Filter wing 

provides a semi-public backdrop; the 

Alum Tower and Pumping Station are 

non-public functions, intended for view at 

a distance. Internally, the same hierarchy 

prevails: travertine, marble, bronze in 

the main staircase of the Administration 

wing lobby give way to terrazzo and tile 

in the Filter Gallery (where the absence 

of glazed screens to the filters creates an 

uncomfortably cool and humid atmos-

phere); the Alum Tower and Pumping 

Station interiors are unpainted concrete 

and industrial steel railings.

Lemieux Island deploys a quantity of stone 

and decoration on the Administration 

wing comparable to that at Glenmore. 

The tall stone pilasters of Alum Tower are 

augmented by keystones on the round 

windows, while stone cornices and pilas-

ters frame the lower service volumes. 

The Filter wing recedes atop grass berms 

from the main public entry ensemble, 

and is given a restrained treatment of 

stone base and wide fluted stone pilas-

ters. The exterior hierarchy presents the 

Administration wing as the main public 

feature, with Alum Tower playing a sec-

ondary and supporting public role, and 

Filter wing as repressed. This hierarchy is 

sustained within by the travertine, marble 

and bronze finishes of the Administration 

lobby staircase, then is overturned by the 

public elaboration of the Filter Gallery 

with terrazzo floors, stone walls, highly-

developed plaster ceilings and arches, 

and extensive bronzework. The glazed 

screens provide a comfortable interior 

environment for visitors, supported by 

the prominent composition of signal 

dials over the door to the Administration 

wing, which offer public legibility of the 

water treatment process.

Both designs conceive of waterworks 

buildings as public only in certain import-

ant places, with the administration being 

the most important. At Glenmore, the 

Administration wing is presented as the 

fully only public space. Lemieux Island 

extends the public realm to include the 

interior of Filter Gallery, making the fil-

tration process itself part of the public 

image of water supply. 

FiG. 19.  Lemieux isLand water works. view of the main driveway, framed by the 
administration and fiLter buiLdinG to the riGht, and the aLum tower to 
the Left. | steven manneLL, 2001.

FiG. 20.  reConstruCtion of the 1926 desiGn for the viCtoria parks water works, 
aeriaL view from the southeast, with the pumpinG station, aLum tower, 
and serviCe buiLdinG in the foreGround, adJaCent to the Lake waLL, and 
the administration and fiLter buiLdinG up the sLope to the north. | diGitaL 

modeL and renderinG by steven manneLL and Chad Jamieson, 2003.
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Red brick and light grey stone dominate 

the exterior expression of both water-

works, the brick being used as a neutral 

backdrop for the lighter-coloured and 

carved stone. The lack of special hand-

ling emphasizes the mundanity of the 

red brick, which is given no decorative 

bond patterns to suggest a higher cul-

tural status. From a distance, the light 

grey stone provides a strong outline to 

the building volumes, and a subdividing 

rhythm to the long flank walls of the 

Filter wing. The stone speaks in a simpli-

fied classical architectural language, with 

emphasis on expressing fundamental 

architectonic elements including lintels 

and sills, pilasters and cornices, and key-

stones; stone surrounds frame the main 

entrances. Details of the carved stone 

decoration reveal the ambition of these 

waterworks to surpass their everyday 

role as provider of a functional neces-

sity to symbolize higher civic values. The 

specific motifs used in the stone carving 

are fairly ordinary for their time. These 

incorporate simplified classical motifs—

fluted pilasters, flattened mouldings, 

and stepped cornices—similar to those 

found in the work of modern classicists 

such as Paul Phillipe Cret, intermingled 

with motifs drawn from contemporary 

Art Deco, including wave-form carvings 

on the door surrounds and zigzag shell 

forms on the cornice at Lemieux Island. 

Polygonal medallions bearing a stylized 

monogram are the high point of the 

exterior decoration, eloquently framed 

by the custom stone door surrounds; 

Pomphrey designed a special variant med-

allion for each waterworks. 

reconstruction model – 
victoria Park Water Works, 
1926

The reconstruction model applies the 

massing and architectural expression 

of the Glenmore and Lemieux Island 

waterworks to the site plan of the 1926 

Acres and Gore report. The result is a 

Victoria Park Water Works presenting 

an ad hoc assemblage of nicely detailed 

brick and stone buildings, clustered at the 

southwest corner of an otherwise mostly 

untouched site (fig. 20). The modesty of 

the formal approach is demonstrated in 

the backwash water tank, a simple manu-

factured water tower without architec-

tural dressing. The façades of the Service 

Building and Pumping Station, set above 

the seawall and backed by the flanks of 

the Filter wing, offer a public presence to 

the waterworks seen from Lake Ontario, 

and the Alum Tower offers a notable land-

mark beacon from the beaches and board-

walk to the west (fig. 21). Viewed from a 

distance, the 1926 design for the Victoria 

Park is a low-key complex, consistent in 

its architectural qualities with the water-

works at Calgary and Ottawa.20 

harris’s vision and 
PomPhrey’s visualization – 
filtration Plant at victoria 
Park, 1929

Thomas C. Pomphrey was the staff archi-

tect for Gore, Nasmith, Storrie on all three 

projects, and seems to have carried out his 

work with care, but within a very limited 

scope, restricted to dressing the surfaces 

and devising the decoration for layouts and 

massing largely developed by the engineers 

responsible for the purification process. The 

resulting modest expression at Calgary and 

Ottawa and shown in the reconstruction 

of the 1926 Victoria Park design indicates 

that the remarkable architectural qualities 

of the Victoria Park Water Works we see 

today are not a straightforward result of a 

skilled architect at work. Much more than 

the internal logic of the design process 

was required to transform the workman-

like design from the mundane project of 

1926 into the extraordinary “Palace of 

Purification” visible today.

In February 1928, with detailed design 

work well underway in the engineers’ 

offices in Niagara Falls and Toronto, 

Harris received copies of the prelimin-

ary drawings for the first component, 

the Filtration Plant at Victoria Park. 

Fifteen years after his original report, 

his response to the drawings was neither 

relief nor satisfaction, but instead a rest-

less concern that the proposed realiza-

tion did not measure up to his vision. He 

composed a firm letter to William Storrie: 

“The buildings as shown on the perspec-

tive sketch appear to me to be plain and 

unattractive.”21

 Storrie’s reply sent two days later, after 

meetings with Harris’s staff, was back-

pedaling and contrite: “We note what 

you have to say regarding the buildings 

shown on the perspective sketch but this 

was only got out in order to give a better 

idea of the relative location of the various 

FiG. 21.  reConstruCtion of the 1926 viCtoria parks 
water works, view from the Lake shore. | 
diGitaL modeL and renderinG by steven manneLL and Chad 

Jamieson, 2003.
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structures without any attempt being 

made to indicate thereon the architec-

tural features of the various buildings.”22 

A further letter from the engineers to 

Harris in May attempted to downplay the 

implications of the preliminary drawings 

of the filter plant, claiming: “We have not 

shown any details of these structures...”23 

During this exchange of memoranda, 

Pomphrey spent substantial time on 

the design, culminating by June 1929 

in a five-foot-wide ink-and-wash ren-

dering of the filtration plant, showing 

the Administration and Filter Building 

(fig. 22). The monogram in the lower right 

corner of the drawing—“TCP 29”—indi-

cates that the drawing is by Pomphrey’s 

hand. The large size of the drawing, the 

layout of the sheet with principal eleva-

tion above the ground plan, and above 

all the media—ink line, with watercolour 

wash and pencil details—typify the ren-

derings used in beaux arts classicism to 

portray the design of major public build-

ings. In creating this drawing to show 

the design, Pomphrey and his employers 

signalled the seriousness with which they 

took Harris’s concerns about the quality 

of the architectural form and detail.24

No direct evidence remains of Harris’s reac-

tion to the rendering, but his hectoring 

letters on the topic of architectural detail 

at Victoria Park ceased. Numerous articles 

on the design of the Victoria Park Water 

Works appeared in engineering journals 

in the late 1920s and 1930s, some writ-

ten by Harris, others by Gore, with water 

filtration, pumping, and distribution as 

their principal focus. Architectural expres-

sion is touched upon only lightly in the 

texts, but a large reproduction of the 1929 

rendering accompanies all these articles, 

unequivocally declaring the central role 

of monumental architectural expression in 

the project.25 In the absence of the crucial 

drawing of the “Plain and unattractive” 

FiG. 23.  Comparative views showinG the massinG, Composition, and site deveLopment of the viCtoria park 
water works desiGn, with the reConstruCtion of the 1926 desiGn (Left) and pomphrey’s redesiGn of 
1929 (riGht). | diGitaL modeLs and renderinGs by steven manneLL and Chad Jamieson, 2003.

FiG. 22.  thomas C. pomphrey’s ink-and-wash renderinG of the south eLevation and Ground fLoor pLan 
of the viCtoria park fiLter and administration buiLdinG, 1929. | drawinG: thomas pomphrey, 1929. toronto water.

FiG. 24.  reConstruCtion of the 1929 desiGn for the viCtoria park water works, viewed from the hairpin turn 
on the driveway at midLeveL between the administration and fiLter buiLdinG and the pumpinG station. 
the view shows the proJeCt before the 1957 ConstruCtion of the east fiLter GaLLery. | diGitaL modeL and 

renderinG by steven manneLL and Chad Jamieson, 2003.
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buildings that disappointed Harris,26 the 

extent of the design transformation that 

occurred between the memo and the first 

appearance of Pomphrey’s ink-and-wash 

vision is uncertain. The time lag is substan-

tial, a year or more from Harris’s letter to 

Pomphrey’s drawing, evidence that the 

work carried out in the engineers’ offices 

went far beyond the addition of decora-

tive details to an already resolved design, 

to entail a significant redesign of the 

entire site plan and process layout. 

If the 1926 design had been in force until 

Harris’s memo, then the transformation 

brought about by the commissioner’s 

intervention was dramatic and total. 

Pomphrey’s rendering of the Victoria 

Park Administration and Filter Building 

replaces the former “head-and-tail” 

organization of administration and filters 

with a new arrangement, a cross-axial 

basilica plan type familiar from churches. 

Administration is shif ted from the 

Nursewood Road flank to occupy a central 

south-north axis between two wings of 

east-west oriented filter galleries. A cen-

tral Filter Rotunda occupies the crossing 

of axes, housing a signal pylon in obelisk 

form, while the apse at the northern ter-

minus of the entry axis houses the chlor-

inators, visible through a glazed screen. 

Pomphrey shows the waterworks dressed 

in yellow-grey brick and grey limestone, 

providing surfaces of subtle tonal shifts 

rather than the contrasting grey outline 

on a dark red brick mass provided at 

Glenmore and Lemieux Island. In Toronto 

architectural practice of the 1910s and 

1920s, this light yellow-grey or “buff” brick 

was referred to as “stone.” In that era, red 

brick was for service, industrial, and ordin-

ary residential construction; buff brick was 

a token of cultural aspiration. Prominent 

projects of the decade used buff brick 

with Queenston limestone trim to create a 

sense of unity to buildings and their urban 

contexts, including the Canadian National 

Exhibition buildings, prestigious office sky-

scrapers like the Commodore Building, the 

adjacent Royal York Hotel, and the King 

Edward Hotel.27 Pomphrey’s watercolour 

and ink delineation combines the two 

materials to provide a sustained surface 

design for the waterworks. Limestone pro-

vides smooth continuity and sharp edge 

detail, bringing subtle emphasis to import-

ant volumes. The buff brick is given added 

value through the use of special coursings: 

sequentially recessed brick courses provide 

a sharp shadow line to the round-arch 

lintels over window openings; elaborate 

diagonal diapering animates larger brick 

surfaces; and other special coursings pro-

vide localized interest. The rich interplay of 

brick patterns, incised stone surfaces, and 

carved devices is punctuated by bronze 

grilles, railings, glazing bars, fascias and 

panels, and lanterns, while copper roofing 

elements provide a green-patina accent. 

Pomphrey forgoes the strong hierarch-

ical distinctions of materials and decora-

tion of the Glenmore and Lemieux Island 

designs, creating instead a material and 

decorative scheme that is more integral, 

and applied in a gradated fashion to all 

buildings. While the central ensemble of 

Administration wing and Terrace is the 

more intensely decorated, the flanking 

façades of the Filter wings speak a lan-

guage only slightly less eloquent, with 

an order of limestone pilasters topped 

by triglyph merlons projecting skyward 

beyond the stone cornice, framing buff 

brick panels with round arch windows cor-

responding to each filter bay, and firmly 

terminated by corner bastions topped by 

green-patina copper pyramids. 

comPosition

Pomphrey’s handling of material and 

decoration sustains beaux arts classical 

notions of caractère and propriety; the 

level of detail and material attention is 

a clue to understanding a building’s cul-

tural status and role, both as an individ-

ual entity and as a part of an ensemble 

or urban context. These notions are 

extended more deeply in the compos-

itional approach to the site as a whole. 

Much more than a “skin” of architec-

ture applied to an engineering carcass, 

Pomphrey’s drawing embodies a recon-

figuration of the entire site and water 

purification process along beaux arts 

architectural principles of symmetry, 

proportion, and eurhythmy (fig. 23). The 

redesigned Administration and Filter 

Building stretches nearly the full width 

of the site, presenting its principal façade 

toward the lake, elevated and framed by 

a series of terraced landforms. The several 

localized organizational schemes of the 

1926 design are replaced by a single com-

positional order, founded on the central 

axis of the site, set perpendicular to the 

Queen Street frontage. Principal forms—

Administration and Filter Building, and 

Terrace—are located on this main axis, 

while the major process elements—the 

raw and filtered water conduits—occupy 

the axis below grade. Secondary com-

ponents, not shown in the rendering—

Pumping Station, Service Building, and 

Alum Tower—are placed on perpendicular 

cross-axes, all located to the west of the 

main axis. While they share a cross-axial 

orientation, their relative symbolic value 

is revealed by their different engage-

ment with the ground plane. The Service 

Building is partly embedded in the slope, 

serving as a landscape backdrop for the 

temple-like form of the Pumping Station, 

viewable fully in the round. Only a single 

shift of axis occurs in the overall design, at 

the crucial point where the central land-

based axis meets the shoreline, which 

coincides with the landing point of the 

incoming water tunnel leading inshore 

from the sunken offshore intake. At this 

potent intersection, the central axis shifts 

to follow the intake tunnel offshore. 
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The mundane access from Nursewood 

Road of the 1926 design gives way to a 

symbolically rich entry from Queen Street 

(the original east-west extension of the 

founding York grid), leading to a system 

of on-site roadways that offers a scenic 

interpretive experience of the site, build-

ings, and water treatment process moving 

from city grid (and water destination) to 

lakeshore (and water source). The hairpin 

turn of the driveway midway between the 

upper (filtration) and lower (pumping) 

levels of the site offers the most compre-

hensive image of the ensemble, reveal-

ing the cross-section of the process from 

intake to fountain (fig. 24). Walking paths 

and stairways intersect the roadways, 

with the movement system as a whole 

FiG. 27.  bank of nova sCotia, CaLGary, 1930, John m. LyLe, arChiteCt. view of 
one of a series of deCorative paneLs showinG the eConomiC piLLars 
of the CaLGary reGion, here the oiL industry. | photo: GLenn mCarthur, 

from mCarthur, GLenn, 2009, a proGressive traditionaList: John m. LyLe, toronto, CoaCh house 

books, p. 136.

FiG. 26.  Great war Cenotaph, detaiL of the deCorative CarvinG, inCLudinG medaLLions, 
ribbons, and GarLands. | steven manneLL, 2005.

FiG. 28.  reConstruCtion of the 1929 desiGn for the viCtoria park water works. view 
of the east façade of the administration and fiLter buiLdinG ConCourse and 
rotunda, whiCh was ConCeaLed by the 1957 ConstruCtion of the east fiLter 
GaLLery. this façade Contains many of the deCorative motifs used in aLL parts 
of the site, inCLudinG the stone triGLyph merLons, medaLLions, and piLasters; 
the stone frieze with doubLe inCised shadow Line; reCessed briCk Courses at the 
window arChes; and diaGonaL diaper CoursinG on LarGe briCk surfaCes. | diGitaL 

modeL and renderinG by steven manneLL and Chad Jamieson, 2003.

FiG. 25.  Great war Cenotaph, toronto, 1925. perspeCtive renderinG of the 
winninG desiGn by ferGuson and pomphrey showinG the overaLL 
form and Geometry. | JournaL of the royaL arChiteCturaL institute of Canada, 

January-february 1925, p. 4.
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recalling the path systems of Italian 

Renaissance gardens, providing multiple 

routes and viewpoints organized by a nar-

rative of site development. 

PomPhrey’s decorative 
language and “canadian 
decorative forms”

Glenmore and Lemieux Island show 

Pomphrey’s facility with a decorative 

language of Art Deco-influenced mod-

ern classicism, deployed in a fairly limited 

scope. Pomphrey’s other major public 

project in Toronto is the War Memorial 

Cenotaph, designed in partnership with 

William Ferguson in 1924 (fig. 25).28 Their 

competition panel features another 

beautiful ink-and-wash rendering, likely 

by Pomphrey; this illustration and the 

eventual execution demonstrate his 

accomplished hand at a monumental 

classical expression of deeply-carved gar-

lands, wreaths, and mouldings (fig. 26). 

The 1929 Victoria Park rendering displays 

kindred architectural spirit and ambi-

tion to the Cenotaph, far exceeding the 

expression of Pomphrey’s other water-

works designs. Detail and decoration are 

applied to all surfaces of the architecture 

and we are given only hints of the specific 

decorative devices in the rendering. As 

ultimately carried out, the decorative 

scheme at Victoria Park shows the influ-

ence of the polemical writings of John M. 

Lyle, an influential Toronto architect dur-

ing the period before the Second World 

War. Lyle was a proponent of classicism 

for the times and the place, advocating in 

his work and polemical writings a classical 

language for twentieth-century Canada 

that would draw its vitality and relevance 

from a living ornamental expression 

(fig. 27). Writing in 1932, Lyle argues:

We must not forget... that without symbol-

ism in the form of fresh, vital contemporary 

decoration, the public’s interest in archi-

tecture is bound to wane if not to die alto-

gether... Why have we in the United States 

and Canada always borrowed our ornament 

from europe?... Simply because we have been 

in a rut for years and as architects have not 

had the enterprise to search for new decora-

tive forms, nor the courage to use them... if 

Canadian architecture is to be a living, vital 

force, it must satisfy the spirit of our people 

and the times in which we live.29

Pomphrey worked several years in Lyle’s 

office before the Great War, and appears 

to have maintained contact with Lyle in 

subsequent years. Decorative develop-

ment of the 1929 Victoria Park design 

shows Pomphrey’s application of Lyle’s 

approach to ornament. The subtle grada-

tions of brick and stone surfaces resonate 

in the specific details of the decorative 

scheme. A consistent set of carved stone 

devices is used throughout the site: 

triglyph merlons, blank round medal-

lions, double-hexagonal lozenges, all 

connected horizontally by a three-band 

cornice and frieze (fig. 28). These offer a 

richer iteration of the Art Deco approach 

to ornament used at Calgary and Ottawa, 

as do the bronze waveform friezes and 

medallions at the doorways.

At the two points of public entry, 

Pomphrey draws explicitly on water sym-

bols and the machinery of the water treat-

ment process in the creation of decorative 

form, answering Lyle’s call for a more 

time- and place-responsive approach. 

Decorative devices at the Administration 

wing include a folded scallop shell motif 

on the abutments bracketing a round 

FiG. 29.  viCtoria park water works. detaiL of Corner piLaster at the 
administration winG showinG the foLded sCaLLop sheLL CapitaLs 
CrowninG the stone piLasters. | steven manneLL, 1998.

FiG. 30.  viCtoria park water works. view from the south of the terraCe showinG 
the Grotto and fountain as buiLt; beyond is the triumphaL arCh form 
of the administration and fiLter buiLdinG entranCe, fLanked by paired 
towers. the round arChes of the Grotto and the entry share a ConsoLe 
keystone profiLe. | steven manneLL, 2008.
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medallion inscribed with the “TWW” 

monogram, set in a field of stylized zig-

zag waves (fig. 29). Matched projecting 

keystones at the round arches over the 

Administration entrance and the fountain 

niche in the Terrace share a console profile 

with surface carving to evoke a spilling 

flow of water (fig. 30). At the Pumping 

Station, massive stone corner pilasters are 

surmounted by stone capitals carved with 

a stylized turbine flanked by twin spirals 

of water flow, an Ionic capital form in 

FiG. 33.  viCtoria park water works. view of the 
siGnaL paneL in the pumpinG station. 
the LiGhts indiCate whiCh fiLters are in 
operation, whiLe the diaL indiCates water 
fLow. | steven manneLL, 2010.

FiG. 32.  viCtoria park water works. view of the 
siGnaL pyLon, with marbLe operatinG tabLes 
and GLazed sCreens to the fiLter beds. | steven 

manneLL, 2010.

FiG. 34.  viCtoria park water works, view from offshore on Lake ontario. deCember 17, 1936. | viCtoria park water 

works, view from offshore on Lake ontario. deCember 17, 1936.

FiG. 31.  viCtoria park water works. view of Corner piLaster at the pumpinG station showinG the turbine CapitaL. 
| Laureen van Lierop, 2010.
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Art Deco rendering with subtle influence 

of the technological sublime (fig. 31). 

Finally, in the marble and bronze obelisk 

of the signal pylon at the Filter Rotunda 

(fig. 32), in the operating tables in the 

filter galleries, and in the signal board in 

the Pumping Station (fig. 33), Pomphrey’s 

decorative moves beyond Lyle’s represen-

tational approach to present the water 

treatment process itself in an iconic man-

ner, while expanding the formal range 

of the signature decorative process mon-

itors from the initial examples at Lemieux 

Island and Glenmore.

arthur goss:  
the vieW from the lake

Arthur Goss’s 1936 photograph of the 

completed Victoria Park Water Works 

from offshore in Lake Ontario (fig. 34) is a 

key document for understanding the civic 

intentions of the complex. Bisected hori-

zontally by the shoreline, the image frame 

contains in equal parts the gently rippled 

surface of the lake, and in the background 

the highly developed landscape and build-

ings of the waterworks, both halves pre-

sented in sharp focus due to the extreme 

depth of field of the photograph. The 

architecture is presented as a sequence 

of frontal surfaces receding in depth—

lake wall, then the Pumping Station, next 

the Alum Tower, then the Terrace, and 

finally the Administration wing, flanked 

by its twin towers and the completed west 

Filter wing. The waterworks occupy a nar-

row band between lake and sky, situated 

by the framing in its intermediate place 

in the hydrological cycle. The low camera 

viewpoint accentuates the skyward thrust 

of the Alum Tower and the flanking tow-

ers of the Administration wing. The lake 

wall provides a thick, mute, horizontal 

band through the middle of the image, 

emphasizing the meeting point (and div-

iding line) between land and water. Deep 

shadows on the eastern flanks of the 

Pumping Station and Alum Tower com-

bine with the almost overlit south faces 

of the buildings to create a strong visual 

drive along the main central axis from 

the shore back to the centre of the site, 

emphasizing the strong architectural and 

engineering process connection between 

the lake and the city. 

Goss’s photograph expands the fore-

ground of Pomphrey’s 1929 rendering, 

while reiterating Pomphrey’s orientation 

of the Victoria Park Water Works toward 

an imaginary viewer on the lake, or 

toward Lake Ontario itself; a design made 

to be understood at the scale of epic con-

sciousness, relating city to water source, 

hydrology to public works. Looking at the 

reconstructed prior designs for the site 

from Goss’s camera viewpoint, we can 

see the abrupt emergence of this ambi-

tion in 1929 (fig. 35). Goss’s photo and 

Pomphrey’s drawing offer strong con-

nections between the composition of the 

waterworks and the geology, hydrology, 

and geography of the site and process, 

FiG. 35.  reConstruCtions of the 1913 (above) and 1926 (beLow) desiGns for the viCtoria parks water works, 
viewed from offshore on Lake ontario to approximate the view shown in the 1936 arthur Goss 
photoGraph. | diGitaL modeLs by steven manneLL and Chad Jamieson, 2003; renderinGs by steven manneLL and Jonathan Castro, 2011.
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showing the waterworks as a connector 

of citizen to water cycle, and of city to 

lake. This image replaced Pomphrey’s ren-

dering as the preferred architectural rep-

resentation of the Toronto waterworks; 

Harris’s controlling hand and eye must 

have found it a clear expression of his 

civic intentions.30 

high symbolism

All lines in Goss’s photograph converge at 

the central figure of Administration wing 

and Terrace. Visible details are reduced 

to the dark shadows of the two succes-

sive round arch openings, the Terrace 

fountain in front and below, and the 

Administration wing entrance behind and 

above, framed by the paired towers and 

a line of small dark attic windows. This 

ensemble speaks in a more highly sym-

bolic architectural language than the rest 

of the composition. Such symbolic expres-

sion was familiar to Pomphrey, evidenced 

by his and Ferguson’s competition-win-

ning design for Toronto’s Great War 

Cenotaph (fig. 25). The cenotaph geom-

etry manifests the axis mundi connecting 

the centre of the earth to the dome of the 

sky, with the entasis of the monolith sides 

converging at a point in the sky one thou-

sand feet overhead, and steps and string-

courses following an arc centred nine 

hundred feet below the earth’s surface.31 

In the case of the cenotaph geometry and 

language, the imperative to give presence 

to the vast number of absent bodies of 

the war dead led to a symbolic language 

and geometry at the scale of the entire 

globe. Harris was closely associated with 

the cenotaph project, serving on a task 

force of city commissioners charged with 

finding a site, and overseeing the ceno-

taph design competition.32

The Terrace presents a shallow, round 

plan, and round arched grotto on its 

lakeward face, containing a fountain 

flowing continuously with pure filtered 

water (fig. 36). The fountain sits above 

the major underground water conduits, 

its grotto form evoking the sacred points 

of connection between the subterranean 

and surface worlds. The drinking foun-

tain above is a simple rounded stone 

mass, though given a shell-formed carv-

ing for its bowl (fig. 37). Its potency is 

underscored by its exterior placement, 

offering its pure water to all visitors to 

its prominent public site, and above all 

by its orientation. A sip from this foun-

tain begins and ends with a view of Lake 

Ontario, the (impure) source, framed and 

surrounded by the various stations of 

the purification process that delivers the 

lake water, filtered and purified, to the 

fountain. The intimate sip of the citizen 

on the terrace, facing the lake, is a brief 

moment that symbolizes the monumen-

tal bureaucratic undertaking of bringing 

pure, healthy water to the city.

Placed outside the main entrance, the 

Terrace drinking fountain recalls the 

holy water stoups at a church doorway, 

a water source that prepares a visitor for 

entry into a space of transformation. In a 

church, the water is for external anoint-

ing, sanctified by appeal to supernatural 

powers. In the case of the waterworks, 

the ritual process employs rational human 

technology, and the initiatory water is 

a Progressive-era offering of water to 

drink, purified by science and bureau-

cratic organization. 

Framed by the Terrace, the Administration 

wing presents a triumphal arch form to 

the lake, a cubic mass penetrated by a 

dark round-arch opening containing the 

main door (fig. 38). This triumphal arch 

is without explicit dedication; it might 

connote the triumph of technology and 

bureaucracy in providing healthy water 

to the city, or it might evoke the recent 

triumph of the Great War, an echo of 

FiG. 36.  viCtoria park water works. detaiL of arCh, 
keystone, and bronze fountain at the south 
façade of the terraCe. | steven manneLL, 1998.

FiG. 37.  viCtoria park water works. drinkinG 
fountain on the top of the terraCe LookinG 
toward the aLum tower and the Lake. | steven 

manneLL, 1998.
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the cenotaph. Framed by twin towers set 

back from the main façade, the arch gives 

entry to a sequence of spaces resonant of 

a basilican church plan (figs. 39-40).33 The 

main axis south-north processes through 

four strongly-marked bays of the con-

course to the central Filter Rotunda at 

the crossing with the Filter Gallery axes 

(figs. 41-42). The marble and bronze 

signal pylon occupies the altar position, 

giving high symbolic presence to the puri-

fication process. Beyond the crossing, in 

what corresponds to the apse space of a 

church, a rank of chlorinators is presented 

to the Filter Rotunda through a glazed 

screen, reflecting the pride of the Toronto 

waterworks system in its “superchlorina-

tion” process, developed at the Island 

plants in the 1920s.34 

A deeper historical and cultural sym-

bolism is likely also at work here, influ-

enced by the wartime experience of 

another member of the project team. 

Bacteriologist G.G. Nasmith was like 

Pomphrey a veteran of the Western 

Front. His service was in the Canadian 

Medical Group, where he oversaw the 

water supply and sanitation arrange-

ments for the British Imperial Forces.35 

In 1909, Nasmith developed a method for 

field treatment of contaminated water 

with chloride of lime; in the field, he 

developed a system of water carts, chlor-

ine distribution, sanitary stations, and 

laboratories that embodied the same 

bureaucratic impulse as Harris’s organ-

ization of the Department of Works. His 

organization directly oversaw the health 

of eighty thousand men and indirectly 

preserved the health of five million 

British soldiers over the course of the 

war. During the Boer War of 1899-1902, 

British Forces lost more men to typhoid 

than fell in battle; using Nasmith’s 

methods, typhoid deaths among British 

Forces in the Great War were negligible. 

An inspection tour of the water supply 

arrangements near Ypres on April 22, 

1915, placed Nasmith among the first 

officers on the scene after the German 

Forces carried out the first poison gas 

attack, which brought the horrors of 

trench warfare to an entirely new level. 

Nasmith identified the gas as chlorine, 

advised a set of immediate counter-

measures, and set his medical group to 

work on longer-term responses.36 

FiG. 39.  detaiL of the CentraL seCtion of pomphrey’s 
1929 renderinG of the pLan of the 
administration and fiLter buiLdinG showinG 
the basiLiCan form and the proCession 
from terraCe at the south, throuGh the 
ConCourse to the fiLter rotunda. the CirCLe 
indiCates the apsidaL ChLorine room. | drawinG: 

thomas pomphrey, 1929. toronto water.

FiG. 38.  detaiL of the CentraL seCtion of pomphrey’s 1929 renderinG of the south eLevation, showinG the 
triumphaL arCh and towers of the administration winG, above the terraCe with its Grotto and fountain 
presentinG pure water baCk to Lake ontario. | drawinG: thomas pomphrey, 1929. toronto water.

FiG. 40.  ConstruCtion view of the fiLter rotunda, 
LookinG past the siGnaL pyLon to the GLazed 
sCreen of the apsidaL ChLorine room, 1932. | 
arthur Goss. toronto water.
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Nasmith’s work in water supply gave 

him a strong sense of the life-conserving 

powers of chemistry and chlorine, while 

his experience after Ypres introduced an 

ambivalence: chlorine tablets preserved 

soldiers from typhoid in order to subject 

them to the horrible disabling effects of 

chlorine gas. Pomphrey, serving nearby 

at Mount Sorrel, would have drunk 

Nasmith’s chlorinated water, and also 

seen the effects of the gas war first-hand. 

Though there is no documentary proof 

of such intention, the apsidal placement 

of the chlorinators at the culmination of 

the processional route gives them great 

iconic power, and the wartime associa-

tions would certainly resonate strongly 

for veterans of the Great War, speaking to 

their wartime experiences of the ambiva-

lent effects of chlorine in specific, and 

rational human technologies in general.37
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